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To celebrate the
Jubilee, library
staff have put
together a list
of 70 books, one
for every year of
the Queen's
reign, that are
all available
from the library.

The list features
novels from
J.R.R. Tolkien,
Agatha Christie,
Richard Adams,
Michael
Morpurgo and
many more.

You'll find the
full list of books
on the library
frog page and
on the display by
the library
entrance
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Backwell
Book Award
This year we are running our very own Book Award.
From a longlist of 24 titles, our group of students
and staff have narrowed down to a shortlist of 10
books. Our next task is to decide which five of
these books we want everyone to read before we
can crown the Backwell Book of the Year! There's
still time to join in, and all students are welcome join us on Tuesday lunchtimes in the library.
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To make it easier to find
poetry we now have a new
dedicated section with all
our poetry collections
gathered together, in a
display easily found by the
staff desk. You will also find
a new poem up every week in
our Poetry Corner display.
You can read one of our
recent favourites below.

The past two terms, all our most popular books have
been by the author Alice Oseman. It was wonderful to
see so many students (and staff) take part in our end of
term Heartstopper quiz. Thanks to some wonderful year
8 students who wrote the questions and read them out.

For those who've watched Heartstopper and want to
keep reading, don't forget you can borrow all the
Graphic Novels from the library, as well as all of
Alice Oseman's other books.
You can also read all of Heartstopper for free
online at
https://aliceoseman.com/heartstopper/read-online

